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hey, I am curious to know if you can point me in the right direction on getting
help with the use and abuse of psychotronics and synthetic telepathy here in the
USA. sure you have had people contact you before about it, you yourself might not
know it exists, people tend to say people with knowledge of it are crazy.
psychotronics usually refers to technology that can read brainwaves, like mind
reading tech. its really advanced. they can see what I see, hear, feel, detect
nerve impulses, I can sort of control the machine, move sound around my body, it
responds to thought, they can also see what I think, imagine, explore memory, see
what memory comes up as associated with what I am thinking, or my environment and
what I am exposed to. they can also do full thought control, control your
emotions, broadcast thought, memory, feeling, images and video, sound and
automate most of this, tie it to my responses. sound waves, energy waves,
infared, microwaves and radiowaves are used to manipulate me from afar, they can
also do things to my body. move tissue around, buzz, tickle, itch, tingle,
simulate massage, heat, burn, chill, expand tissue, push, pull, I can hear the
sound 24.7, they run dream simulations, talk to me, they repeat it over and over,
its computerized, loops and never ending. it changes and is dynamic but it
doesn't stop. it can mimic a lot of environmental sound, match energy, pitch,
emotion, and blend in, plus sound like other people, its fully produced and
rendered in real time, responds to what I do. dreams are nearly video like,
produced with story boards just like movies and animation, as they have
previously told me. they can encode the emotion or feeling of a thought in
messages, like they are saying 'you stop it right now' but I feel the thought and
feeling, they make it feel like they are saying they will say you sent it to the
wrong place, .. they base the thought on my fears and side worries as I write
this. it adapts in real time. they are warming my body, asshole, sexually abusing
me, they have forced me to orgasm hundreds of times, they hurt me and pretend I
am psychotic. I have been classically gang stalked, I guess that's just how this
goes. local government, the police in Springfield OR, the sheiffs, state police,
and Oregon state hospital are involved. this is where this all started, in 2007
and 2008 I was being spied on at the hospital, staff were abusive and targeting
me with abuse, there was a scandal with staff misconduct, a women named Bonita
tucker, who did things inappropriately with me then lied about it, said I was a
stalker, in love with her, who knows what else. she then got caught in a romantic
relationship with another patient, David Anderson, and brought in drugs and
illicit contraband for him, which I witnessed and reported. she did this with
others as well, including patient John Eastman. she eventually tried to help
David and Gino Puglisi escape OSH, Gino was successful but her boyfriend and
future husband got left behind. osh let her resign rather than fire her, she was
not arrested, and they tried to protect David and Bonita. I was made a target.
they pretended I was psychotic, physically harassed me, let David assault me,
staff threatened me and called me names, abused me with medication, made noises
around me, whatever. they started to spy on me and try to control me with this
technology. staff openly talked about how they had technology to track me and
focus on just me inside the building, they could see what I did in the shower, my
room, and knew what I was thinking and doing. they used this to abuse and control
me. sometime in 2008, staff were bullying me around, hiding my grievances,
kicking and banging my door, falsely documenting my behavior as psychotic, they
would do the hand gesture to say 'fuck you', ran by my door and banged it, 'we're
not afraid of you'. I had an outside doctor say I wasn't psychotic but had ADHD,
and that the hospital couldn't medicate me without my consent. staff prescribed
large doses of medication anyway, when I refused they gave me a shot, they were
deliberately aggressive when they did it. I was ripped off the phone, staff said
'we don't care about your rights, noone will help you' etc. I called the
superintendents office, and his receptionist attempted to help me read the policy
on forced medication, but a supervising RN named Valerie interrupted her, and she
returned to the phone, 'sorry, we were told not to help you' and hung up. it was
deliberate and planned hospital wide abuse. staff whistled and made noises at me,
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eventually they used this machine to make me hear a loud whistle everywhere I
went on the unit, no-one else could hear. in august 2008 they said, 'no-one has
ever made it this far' and suddenly I felt my body swell, I started to blow up,
sound waves was forcing my body to expand, and I went into shock. they said 'hold
still or we will pop your ear'. my eyes and throat began to pulsate, they were
making me smile and opening my eye lids, they tried to say it was an unstructured
settlement, they played games about getting my own group home, having a social
worker, tried to get me to call disability rights Oregon for help, they said I
could be special transferred out of osh, a private transfer if it were an
emergency, I was going to go with someone named deann major, dro paimi advocate.
but she knew it was there and was letting me be abused, she participated, she
knew it was happening all along. i had a 170 pulse, I lost memory and had trouble
talking or acting after this, they kept screaming at me and abusing me
deliberately, they would rig it to repeat everything I said or thought, I stopped
sweating, and bowels got dry, muscles clamped down and I lost movement, when I
tried to poop, I couldn't go, they would say 'he just likes to smell his own
farts'. when I was around women, they tingled my balls and said, 'why do your
balls swell'. I didn't know for sure at first, I could hardly feel anything,
sound was very loud and was crazy what they did. they started to use the
soundwaves on my muscles and body, drilling my inside, my insides buzzed and
whipped around, pulsated, eventually my muscles got tighter and more rigid,
dryer, and I could no longer move or flex .. I could hardly move or think, no one
would help, and I received no medical care. they'd say your either delerius or
suicidal, hid abused pretended I assaulted myself and lied about everything in
abuse reports. I was being set up to look psychotic they said. I was forcefully
medicated and abused with medication after this, and it hurt me even more. they
kept on using this on me for the past four years, I got worse and worse. more
stiff. in the last year they started to become very abusive, the local police
knew what I did in my apartment, conversations I had, conversations my friends
had, many people were involved, including my doctors, counselors, sacred heart
hospital, the county and I was deliberately abused as I tried to get help,
everyone participated and did what these people wanted. in 2011 I tried to get
help, and the police assaulted me, beat me up, lied about it, falsified their
police report, they knew this was happeneing and lied, I got a broken tooth and
nose. in jail they started to sexually assault me, sound moves and heats, tingles
my genitals, they make it feel like a female, and have all sorts of impressions
and images. Jail staff at lane county jail participated, whistled, denied me
medical care and made faces, cooperated with the project and spying and allowed
me to be abused in secret. its very long range, at least a few miles, fits in a
car or vehicle. people trail me in cars, they used to have a theme song, they
followed me everywhere, people would stop and make faces, zip their lips closed,
... in jail they started to rape me, force orgasms, it was jacking my body up.
hurting me badly, I was getting stiffer and stiffer, my entire body being
damaged. I lost the ability to orgasm in 2010 because of medication and what they
did to me with this, antidepressants screwed it up and I became sensitive, now my
muscles clamp, dry out, I go into shock, I can't move and hurt all over, i lose
memory and feel pressure in my head. they do it to incapacitate me. they are
saying the word 'safer' now... 'weirder now'... they say you can tell I don't
have the ability to get help, please I just want to say, why would you want to
exploit and hurt me like this, I am more important than this technology or these
people... I didn't do anything to them or to deserve this, they set me up, they
have too much control over me, this county and state is not safe but I can't get
free, everyone is involved, won't help, I am restricted on where I can go by my
court case. they keep raping me, my brain and body swells, face is swollen,
losing vision and hearing, lots of brusing and swelling, muscles pinch and can't
move so well, I need functional neurological rehab and protection from this, they
will keep hurting me till its stopped.
I believe it works using a device similar to a light or sound projector, but with
greater precision. it can project and focus beams of radio, microwave, infared,
and sound waves, capable of varying patterns, shapes, frequencies at different
and multiple points over a 3D space. it can paint a picture and move sound and
energy over a persons body like a video projectors picture moves a screen. it can
target muscles, slin, my insides, move and manipilate tissue precisely. energy
may focus from multiple points to a single location where it builds or interacts
with other energy and beams, so it doesn't effect the spots before or after, and
appears inside your body or around an object or person.
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My face is numb, I feel intense pain in my head, I
stinging everywhere, dizziness and sickness occurs,
inability to hear or recover, I am hot, in shock, I
swelling and brain pressure, which can be fatal and
Can't get help..

feel weak and burning and
intense dehydration and
have symptoms of brain
causes damage to the brain.

please let there be good people on the other side of this, I know people in the
CIA have this and use it, ... it can link people together and send communication
between multiple targets, allow people in the field to know exactly what I am
thinking and doing, you can find out anything another.person knows and do things
in secret to them, hurt or injure them if it was desired.
in 2008 they said 'like you spy for the newspaper, deann major spies for the CIA'
. this doesn't really prove who is behind it. CIA could refer to anyone who
thinks of themselves as an intelligence gathering entity, or it could mean that
she tried to contact the CIA, or worked with the CIA who was operating this - I
tried to contact reporters about the situation at osh, and she was portrayed as
doing something similar with the CIA. at the time the USDOJ was investigating
osh, perhaps resources related to this were being used as a result of their
investigation. the usdoj is often associated with the use of this technology on
people. the state police might have enough resources to do this, and I know they
are involved, but I wouldn't be able to tell from this. in jail they called
themselves the army and air force. the air force of course invented voice 2 skull
technology in the 1990s. I bet this is being used across America to spy on people
in secret or as part of a national intelligence program. as far as I can tell,
its ubiquitous.
I can't talk so well right now, head feels tight, burns, I feel really stiff...
pressure in my body makes it hard to think or talk, or act on it, there's so much
more I remember, this is the best I can do. they are buzzing my anus and balls
and bottom right now... I wish it would stop. please inform your top officials. I
am being set up and can't defend myself in the legal system without someone
helping me, I can't get help without people acknowledging what happened, or
acknowledging me being repeatedly injured.
I hope you believe human life is more important than energy weapons and human
exploitation. this is automated mindless torture, rape, and mutilation of
innocent American citizens. this shouldn't be allowed. we should finally write
laws to address these issues and inform the public of this technology and its'
existence.
The FBI has received many emails, letters, and phone calls about this, the
portland office read over and every agent seemed to know me and what I said and
was going through when I called. I believe they participated. When I was arrested
in 2011, and assaulted by officer Grice and another guy, grice made mention of
FBI agent Roberts getting upset with him for doing it when I was getting
treatment at the hospital. I believe the communication between Roberts and Grice
occurred over synthetic telepathy, Grice was being told what I thought and was
doing, and agent Roberts was someone watching me or involved on the other side.
Real commentary from these people
'why would someone deliberately rape'
'dopamine surge'
'injectable scorn'
'shock therapy'
'masturbation support'
'why would someone deliberately injure you'
'faggot, noone cares now. Lol'
'die'
most credible sources of public information
http://www.oregonstatehospital.net/
http://www.oregonstatehospital.net/d/psychotronicslinks.doc
Voice 2 skull: http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2008/05/army-removes-pa/
Washington Post article on Mind Games:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/01/10/AR2007011001399.h
tml
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Washington Post article on Mind Control:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/discussion/2007/01/12/DI200701120136
8.html
MindForce: http://www.mindjustice.org/
Wikipedia article on electromagnetic weapons:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_weapon
Wikipedia article on non lethal weapons:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-lethal_weapon
See through walls using soundwaves:
http://www.sciencedaily.com/videos/2007/0706-seeing_through_walls.htm
Use cellphones and terahertz radiowaves to see through walls, appearently its
becoming mainstream:
http://mashable.com/2012/04/18/cell-phones-see-through-walls/
Synthetic telepathy history: http://www.indymedia.org.uk/en/2010/05/451768.html
IBM predicts 5 in 5 2012, Remote computer control and brain linking, and more moving synthetic telepathy into the hands of the consumer:
http://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/ibm_predictions_for_future/ideas/index.htm
l
Computer mediated synthetic telepathy, conceptual design:
http://deepthought.newsvine.com/_news/2010/06/12/4497355-computer-mediated-synthe
tic-telepathy-a-conceptual-design
A lawsuit and injuction alleging synthetic telepathy abuse:
http://www.mireilletorjman.com/lawsuit-synthetic_ills_in_america
Space Preservation Act - real enough to ban. Congressman Dennis Kucinich wrote
multiple bills to ban psychotronics, synthetic telepathy, and energy weapons, at
least from space use. ground based use wasn't covered:
http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Space_Preservation_Act
On the need to revise the diagnostic criteria for psychosis:
http://www.jeffpolachek.com/weaponized-psychiatry/110-on-the-need-for-new-criteri
a-of-diagnosis-of-psychosis-in-the-light-of-mind-invasive-technology
Several gang stalking and gang stalking behavioral articles:
http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=gang%20stalking
http://in2worlds.net/gangstalking-and-targeted-individuals
http://www.newswithviews.com/Stuter/stuter78.htm
http://www.stopeg.com/.com/Stuter/stuter78.htm
http://www.stopeg.com/
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